IBN HAUQAL AND TENTH-CENTURY MALTA
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Sources for the history of Malta during the century and a half following the Muslim conquest of 870 are largely lacking, but two sections in the work of the geographer Ibn Hauqal, who visited Sicily at some time between 960 and 980, may stimulate reconsiderations of certain problems in Maltese historiography, though they can scarcely provide solutions since one passage seems unreliable while the other is clearly exaggerated and does not refer to Malta.

There have always been ambiguities concerning the fate of the indigenous population of Malta after 870 when there is evidence for resistance and violence. Most of the known Arabic historians and geographers writing, or rather recopying, some centuries after 870 had little notion of what had happened on Malta or even where it was. Only al-Qazwini’s story of how in about 1040 the Muslim elite freed the dependent subjects who outnumbered them gives any picture of island society, but how far this servile or slave majority might have consisted of indigenous islanders, still Christian or converted to Islam, or of Christian or Muslim immigrants or captives remains altogether unclear: it seems unlikely that they were Christians. After Roger the Norman’s brief razzia of 1090, the chronicler Geoffroi Malaterre reported that there had been many non-indigenous Christian captives on Malta who were removed at that time, presumably leaving a population which was wholly or largely Muslim.

Yet puzzles evidently remained, and the thirteenth-century judge from Messina, Bartolomeo de Neocastro, provided a bizarre account, allegedly from Gerba, of how the inhabitants of the islands between Sicily and Africa, including Malta, were the offspring of the black Egyptian god Ammon and a group of Byzantine Greek women from Sicily.

Modern Maltese have been aware that they spoke a form of Arabic, and early in the seventeenth century educated ecclesiastics such as Girolamo Manduca and Gian Francesco Abela began to rationalize this evident fact, inventing ‘ancient’ traditions to comfort those who resisted the notion of a Maltese people which had for several centuries been African or infidel. Subsequent scholars have speculated on Punic or Greek linguistic survivals and on Christian continuities. Excavations at Rabat, Tas-Silġ, San Pawl Milqi and elsewhere did produce some information, but it can scarcely be used since the early-medieval pottery was never studied or properly published. From the evidence available, recent scholars have advanced a variety of explanations, ‘traditionalist’ or ‘revisionist’, which suffer in common from a temptation to adopt single, simplistic interpretations ranging from suggestions that the inhabitants of 870 disappeared completely, which seems not impossible, to fantasies of a Maltese ‘race’, Christian by definition, surviving ‘in the catacombs’ during centuries of Muslim domination.

Given so bleak a historiographical outlook, it seems reasonable to consider Ibn Hauqal even though he is unlikely to have visited Malta since he placed it between Crete and Sicily, perhaps as a result of some misreading of the New Testament story of St Paul. However, he did devote a few lines to Malta which he wrote, was inhabited only by savage donkeys, numerous sheep, and bees; visitors, presumably from Sicily, did come, bringing their own provisions, to collect honey and hunt the sheep, which were scarcely marketable, and the donkeys, which were exported and sold. If this disconcerting account presented a correct, or even an exaggerated picture of a desert island, then it might follow that Malta was largely, or even wholly, depopulated after the upheavals of 870. Later, in the eleventh century, it could have been resettled with Arabic-speaking Muslims and miscellaneous slaves and captives. In this case, there would be no continuity of a Maltese ‘race’ or of an indigenous Christian or Pauline tradition; only bees, sheep and donkeys could claim uninterrupted occupation. Al-Idrisi wrote in the twelfth century that Malta ‘abounds in pastures, sheep, fruit and honey,’ so it may be that Ibn Hauqal’s description not only reflected the obscurity of tenth-century Malta but even contained elements of truth; however, it can scarcely have been an accurate account of Malta and quite possibly it referred to a different island.

Ibn Hauqal held extreme views about the rural inhabitants of Western Sicily, which he did know, considering them stupid and ignorant, their intelligence ruined by eating onions. He described them as ‘bastards’ who held it permissible to marry Christian women and raise Christian daughters as long as their sons were brought up as Muslims. These depraved males did not pray properly, make pilgrimages or donate alms. The peasants had become ‘similar to the inhabitants of certain islands,’ crude barbarians who lived like deaf-mutes in bestial conditions; their human feelings had been extinguished and they neglected their rights and duties, hated merchants and treated foreigners badly.

Western Sicily was not naturally in close contact with the Maltese islands and there is no reason to suppose that Malta was one of Ibn Hauqal’s ‘certain islands’, though a low level of civilization there might explain the absence of Muslim remains outside Mdina and Rabat; and if many women on Malta did grow up as Christians that could account for the continuities dear to the ‘traditionalists’. There may in fact have been considerable intermingling of peoples with resulting conflations between ‘race’, language and religion. In twelfth-century Sicily it was to be the Latins who ended a situation of confusion by installing an occupying Christian élite rigidly distinguished y abordent-ils avec des provisions pour recueillir ce miel et faire la chasse aux ânes et aux moutons. Les moutons n’ont guère de débit, mais les ânes peuvent être exportés, vendus et mis en service ailleurs. Translation in Ibn Hauqal, Configuration de la Terre (Kitāb Surat al-ʿArḍ), ed. J. Kramers – G. Wiet, i (Beirut-Paris, 1964), 198.
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from the indigenous Muslims it exploited. In Malta the inhabitants apparently remained Muslim until the thirteenth century, when many of them changed their religion but not their language. Ibn Hauqal’s work cannot be considered a reliable source for Maltese history in the tenth century, but it is one of very few contemporary accounts of the island to survive. If few are likely to credit the notion of an abandoned island providing honey, sheep and donkeys, or a society in which generations of male Muslims married Christian women, Ibn Hauqal’s text may serve at least to remind historians that simple, clear interpretations may be far from the truth. In the decades after 870 society on Malta may well have consisted of a few thousand inhabitants varying greatly in origin, status, speech and belief. Such intermixtures did, after all, occur in most other countries.

LA STORIA DELLA LINGUISTICA

Joseph M. Brincat

È ABBASTANZA diffusa l’idea che la linguistica è una scienza del nostro tempo e per conseguenza molti la identificano con la linguistica strutturale. Quest’idea è dovuta al grande sviluppo che la disciplina ha avuto negli ultimi trent’anni, il che tende a far dimenticare il lavoro svolto nel passato. Tuttavia una parte non trascurabile degli studi compiuti negli ultimi trent’anni è stata dedicata proprio alle idee e alle ricerche pratiche svolte prima del nostro secolo.

Avendo ammesso dunque che la linguistica non nasce con lo strutturalismo, dobbiamo affrontare il problema di “Quando è nata la linguistica?” Ma prima dobbiamo rispondere a un’altra domanda “Che cos’è linguistico?” La risposta più logica dice “È linguistico ogni attività intellettuale che ha per oggetto il linguaggio (cioè la facoltà, l’abilità di parlare) e le lingue (tutte le lingue, grandi e piccole, antiche e moderne, inclusi i dialetti).

La preistoria

Allora la storia della linguistica comincia quando è stata pronunciata la prima parola, e il problema si perde nella nebbia dei tempi. Quando ha cominciato a parlare l’uomo? Gli antropologi concludono che doveva per forza parlare la prima creatura capace di fabbricare utensili e attrezzi, dunque qualche miliardo di anni fa. La facoltà innata del linguaggio avrebbe fatto nascere diversi sistemi linguistici in diverse parti della terra.

Vediamo dunque che il primo passo nella linguistica era di natura pratica e consisteva nel “fare” la lingua, cioè sviluppare un sistema di suoni oralì abbinati a oggetti e concetti, creando le parole e il loro concatenamento nelle frasi.

Anche il secondo passo era di natura pratica, ma venne dopo un intervallo lunghissimo: era l’invenzione della scrittura. Un eminente linguista francese del nostro secolo, Antoine Meillet, ha chiamato gli inventori della scrittura “grandi linguisti”. Non sappiamo i loro nomi, né hanno lasciato tratti, ma l’invenzione dell’alfabeto presuppongono una conquista teorica fondamentale: prima di tutto l’idea che un messaggio orale può essere reso in modo grafico. Questa scoperta era molto antica e non troviamo testi...